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Abstract
Mechanical signals produced by rotating or reciprocating machines are remarkably well modeled as cyclo-
stationary processes. The benefits offered by the cyclostationary framework in Condition Monitoring have
been explored since more than one decade; research in this domain has resulted in the proposal of a quite
general methodology and processing tools to analyze mechanical signatures of machines. The state-of-the-
art in cyclostationarity, as it stood a few years ago, still faced a few strong limitations. The aim of this
communication is to introduce recent solutions to these issues. First, the framework is generalized to angle-
time cyclostationarity, an enlarged class which perfectly models signals of machine operating under varying
regime. Second, a fast estimator is proposed for the spectral correlation density, a central tool of cyclic spec-
tral analysis. Finally, solutions are given for the synthesis and the extraction of a cyclostationary signal. This
is briefly illustrated on vibration signals.

1 Introduction

Mechanical signals produced by rotating or reciprocating machines are remarkably well modeled as cyclo-
stationary processes. The cyclostationary family accepts all signals with hidden periodicities, either of the
additive type or multiplicative type; this includes periodic and random stationary signals as particular cases,
as well as periodic modulations, repetitive transients, etc. The benefits offered by the cyclostationary for-
malism in Condition Monitoring have been explored since more than one decade; research in this domain
has resulted in the proposal of a quite general methodology and processing tools to analyze mechanical sig-
natures of machines [3]. A common approach is to first decompose the signal into its periodic and random
parts in order to separate out contributions from different physical origins. This amounts to differentiating
first-order cyclostationarity from (pure) higher-order cyclostationarity, respectively. Whereas the periodic
part is well analyzed with conventional Fourier analysis, the random part requires the use of specific cyclo-
stationary tools to probe the information contained in its hidden periodicities. When limited to second-order
cyclostationarity, it typically involves the spectral correlation density and the envelope spectrum. The cy-
clostationary approach has proven particularly efficient to detect weak faults and to (blindly) extract signals
of interest from strong background noise. According to the authors experience, it is also one of the most
efficient approaches for the diagnosis of rolling element bearings.

The state-of-the-art in cyclostationarity, as it stood a few years ago, still faced a few strong limitations. The
aim of this communication is to introduce recent solutions to these issues.

First, the paradigm was limited to applications under constant operating conditions. Although this constrain
can be relaxed to some extent by systematically resampling the signals in the angular domain of the machine,
it does not solve the issue in the case of large fluctuations of the machine regime, such as in runups or
shutdowns. The cyclostationary class has recently been extended to angle-time cyclostationarity, which is
well-suited to characterize mechanical signals produced under arbitrary operating conditions. This will be
illustrated on working examples.
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Second, the use of the spectral correlation – which in many aspects occupies a central position – has been
hindered by its high computational cost. A fast estimation of the spectral correlation based on the Short-
Time-Fourier-Transform has just been found which completely fixes this limitation. Third, the interpretation
of the spectral correlation may remain quite abstract in some instances and its inversion to reconstruct an
equivalent signal in the time domain has so far been missing. Here again, a simple solution is proposed
which fixes this fact, with illustration for the extraction of fault signatures.

2 A very short review of cyclostationary signals

Cyclostationary signals are nowadays endowed with a mature theory which has been exposed in several pa-
pers [1][2] and in a few books [5][4][6]. In a few words, a cyclostationary signal is described by a probability
density function which is periodically time-varying. This accepts periodic signal and stationary signals as
two important particular case and more generally all nonstationary signals which are produced by a periodic
mechanism such as amplitude or frequency modulations. Since most signals of interest in condition mon-
itoring happen to be well described by their first two moments, the expected value and the autocorrelation
function, it is helpful to use them in a formal definition of cyclostationarity. From now on, continuous time
t is considered for simplicity.

A signal x(t) whose expected value is a T -periodic function,

E{x(t)} = mx(t) = mx(t+ T ), (1)

is said first-order cyclostationary (CS1). For isntance, first-order cyclostationarity has been found to model
well vibrations produced by gears. A signal whose autocorrelation function is a T -periodic function,

E{x(t)x(t− τ)} = Rx(t, τ) = Rx(t+ T, τ) (2)

is said second-order cyclostationary (CS2). For instance, second-order cyclostationarity has been found to
model well vibrations produced by bearings. Many signals are actually combinations of first and second-
order cyclostationarity, which is referred to as wide-sense cyclostationarity (WSCS). A typical example is
provided by the vibrations of internal combustion engines.

A powerful statistical descriptor of CS2 signals is the spectral correlation density (SCD),

Sx(α, f) =

∫∫
Rx(t, τ)e−j2πfτe−j2παtdtdτ, (3)

which may be equivalently defined as the limit

Sx(α, f) = lim
W→∞

E{XW (f)XW (f − α)∗} (4)

where XW (f) stands for the Fourier transform of signal x(t) over a time interval of width W . The spectral
correlation of a CS2 signal with cycle T takes the typical form

Sx(α, f) =
∑
k∈K

Skx(f)δ

(
α− k

T

)
(5)

where Skx(f) is the cyclic power spectrum attached to the cyclic frequency α = k
T .

An insightful model for WSCS signals is provided by the Fourier series

x(t) =
∑
k∈K

ckx(t)ej2π
kt
T (6)

where the Fourier coefficients {ckx(t)}k∈K are mutually correlated stationary processes.
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When it comes to machine signals, one important limitation of the above definition is to require the rotational
speed to be perfectly constant. One solution which has been proposed is to resample the signals with respect
to the angular variable of rotation, θ, according to which the operation of the machine is periodic. All the
above definitions are then reformulated with θ substituted for t. In particular, the spectral correlation is then
a function of two frequencies, f and α, expressed in orders rather that in Hz.

Although this simple change of variable can considerably improve the analysis of cyclostationary signals
in the presence of slight speed fluctuations, it introduces a distortion of the spectral content (in variable
f ) of phenomena described by time-dependent (and not angle-dependent) physical laws. The next section
proposes a generalization of cyclostationarity that fixes this problem.

3 Angle-time cyclostationarity

In general, machine signals convey information from different origins. One source of information is related
to the kinematics of the machine and thus dependent on the rotational speed. This ideally asks for a represen-
tation in the angular domain spanned by variable θ. Another source of information relates to the dynamical
behavior of the machine, as typically reflected by the frequency content of vibrations signals (e.g. structural
resonances). This ideally asks for a representation in the time domain or in the dual domain spanned by the
frequency variable in Hz.

Rather than having to chose between a time or an angular representation of the signals, it has been re-
cently proposed to combine both variables in a joint representation that can account for both kinematical
and dynamical properties of a machine signal. This has been formalized within the framework of angle-time
cyclostationary signals (AT-CS) [8].

An AT-CS1 signal is one whose expected value is angle-periodic,

E{x(t(θ))} = mx(θ) = mx(θ + Θ), (7)

with Θ a given angular period. An AT-CS2 signal is one whose autocorrelation function,

E{x(t(θ))x(t(θ)− τ)} = Rx(θ, τ) = Rx(θ + Θ, τ), (8)

is periodic in θ. Note that Rx(θ, τ) is a function of angle θ (in radian) and of time t (in second).

AT-CS2 signals have a generative model based on the Fourier series

x(t) =
∑
k∈K

ckx(t)ej2π
kθ
Θ (9)

where the Fourier coefficients {ckx(t)}k∈K are mutually correlated stationary processes in time whereas the
complex exponentials are functions of angle θ.

A useful statistical descriptor of AT-CS2 signals is provided by the order-frequency spectral correlation
density (OF-SCD),

SOFx (α, f) =

∫∫
Rx(θ, τ)e−j2πfτe−jαθdθdτ (10)

where α is now an order and f is expressed in Hz. An equivalent definition of the OF-SCD is

SOFx (α, f) = lim
W→∞

E{XW (f)Xθ,W (f)∗} (11)

where Xθ,W (f) stands for the Fourier transform

Xθ,W (f) =

∫
W
x(t(θ))ejαθe−j2πft(θ)dθ

=

∫
W
x(t)ejαθ(t)e−j2πftθ̇(t)dt. (12)
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Just as for CS2 signals, the OF-CS2 of AT-CS2 signals is typically made of parallel lines attached to discrete
values of the cyclic frequency.

The difference between the time, angular and joint time-angle domain analyses is illustrated in Fig. 1 taken
from Ref. [9]. The signal of interest is an acceleration measured on a test bench in the presence of a
bearing fault and during a runup of the machine. It is clearly seen that the classical SCD computed from the
time signal is unable to display any meaningful content along the cyclic frequency, whereas its distribution
along the f frequency – i.e. the information on structural dynamical – is pretty similar to that seen in
the spectrogram. On the other hand, the SCD computed from the angular signal reveals the kinematic
information of the machine and in particular the presence of a outer-race fault at 3.04 orders (in addition
to machines orders 1,2,3,...), yet at the price of loosing the distribution along the f axis. Finally, the OF-
SCD nicely combines the kinematical and dynamical information along the α and f axes, respectively. Note
the change of units of the axes in each case.

4 Fast computation of the SCD

As exemplified in the previous section, the SCD happens to be an important spectral descriptor of (AT)-CS
signals. An improved version is provided by the spectral coherence density (SCohD),

γx(α, f) =
Sx(α, f)

(Sx(0, f)Sx(0, f − α))
1
2

(13)

which actually corresponds the SCD of the whitened signal. The SCohD as the ability to reveal the presence
of CS2 components even in regions of the (α, f) domain of very weak energy. It may be interpreted as
a measure of cyclostationary strength normalized between 0 and 1. As such, the SCohD has been found
very useful to identify frequency bands where to demodulate a signal, for instance as a preprocessing step to
envelope analysis in the diagnosis of rolling element bearings [14].

The SCohD also serves to define an enhanced version of the square envelope spectrum [13],

Sx(α) =

∫ fU

fL

|γx(α, f)|df, (14)

which directly highlights the presence of cyclostationarity (i.e. non-zeros values at α > 0) by means of a
simplified 1D spectrum. The upper and lower frequencies, fU and fL, are typically set after inspection of
the SCohD.

In spite of their efficiency, the above tools have not been used as much as they probably deserve. One reason
is that the computation of the SCD is highly demanding. As a matter of fact, the classical estimator consists
of estimating the averaged cyclic spectra in a loop over all possible cyclic frequencies [15], which quickly
becomes prohibitive if a large interval of cyclic frequencies is to be scanned in a long signal.

A fast estimator has recently been developed by the author, which fixes this shortcoming [13]. In order to
allow its presentation, discrete-time signals are now considered, x[n] = x(tn), where n stands for the index
of the time instants tn = n/Fs captured with sampling frequency Fs. It consists in first computing the
Short-Time-Fourier-Transform,

X(i, fk) =

Nw−1∑
m=0

x[iR+m]w[m]e−j2πm
fk
Fs , i = 1, ...,K (15)

with fk = k∆f , ∆f = Fs/Nw and w[m] an Nw-sample long data window. The next step is to compute the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) with respect to index i of the products of STFT coefficients shifted by p
frequency bins, viz

Sx(α, fk, p) = DFT{X(i, fk)X(i, fk − p∆f)∗}, p = 0, ..., P, P =

[
Nw

2R

]
. (16)
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Figure 1: (a) Speed profile in a runup, (b) acceleration signal and (c) its spectrogram (Hamming window of
512 points, 80% overlap). (d) SCD of the time signal, (e) SCD of the angular signal and (f) OF-SCD.
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Finally, an estimate of the SCD is obtained from the weighted average

Ŝx(α, fk) =

P∑
p=0

W (α, p)Sx(α, fk, p), (17)

where the expression of the weight is

W (α, p) =
e
−j2πNw

2

(
α
Fs
− p
Nw

)
KFs

∑P
p=0Rw(α− p∆f)

. (18)

with Rw(α) the Fourier transform of |w[n]|2.

The maximum cyclic frequency that can be scanned by estimator (17) is

αmax =
Fs
2R

. (19)

The proposed estimator has been coined ”Scanning SCD” (SSCD) becomes each spectrum Sx(α, fk, p) in
Eq. (17) scans a different cyclic region and their summation then happen to cover the full cyclic axis up to
αmax. We shall simply refer to it as the “Fast SCD” in the following.

It is noteworthy that the Fast SCD limited to only the first term p = 0 in Eq. (17) boils down to the
DFT of the spectrogram X(i, fk) which indicates the periodicity of the energy flow in each frequency bin
[fk − ∆f/2; fk + ∆f/2] of the STFT (the so-called cyclic modulation spectrum [3][7]). The other terms
p > 0 in the series account for periodic flow of the energy across frequency bins spaced apart by p units.

The computation advantage of the Fast SCD relies on the use of i) the STFT, for which very efficient al-
gorithms now exist, and ii) of the DFT in Eq. (16) which can be evaluated with the FFT. The gain in
computational time as compared to the classical averaged cyclic periodogram (ACP) is like

Gain ∼ L

Nw
, (20)

with L the signal length. This can be considerable when L becomes large. By way of an example, let us
consider a Hann window with length Nw = 26 and shift R = 10 (85% overlap). The CPU time on labtop
computer (i7-4810MQ Processor 2.80GHZ) required to compute the Fast CSD on an arbitrary signal of
length L = 105 was about 4.5s whereas it took more than 48min for the ACP. A similar computation on a
signal of length L = 106 took 25s, whereas it would have required about 100 hours with the ACP.

The Fast SCD is also easily amenable to an order-frequency version. The algorithm is given as follows:

1. compute the STFT of the signal in the time domain,

2. resample the STFT coefficients from time to angle,

3. apply Eq. (17) to the resampled STFT.

Figure 3(a) illustrates the so-obtained OF-SCohD on a laser signal captured on a small test-rig with an
induced bearing fault [16]. The sampling frequency is Fs = 50kHz. The Fast SCD was computed with
an Nw = 211-long Hann window with 90% overlap. The computational time of the STFT was about 2s
and that of the Fast SCD about 26s including 6s for the resampling process. By comparison, about 3 hours
would have been necessary to obtain the same result with the ACP. Also shown in Fig. 3(b) is the enhanced
envelope spectrum integrated in band [0;3]kHz, which clearly evidences the signature of the outer-race fault
(note that rotation orders have been removed by simply setting the corresponding values to zero).

The Fast SCD introduced in this section opens new perspectives, in particular in applications where the SCD
or SCohD are used for fast troubleshooting or as preliminary steps to more advanced methods (e.g. blind
deconvolution, source separation, synthesis of CS signals etc.). The next two sections illustrate two such
applications.
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Figure 2: a) Magnitude of spectral coherence γx(α, f) (∆f = 37Hz, ∆α = 0.004 order) and b) enhanced
envelope spectrum Sx(α) in the band [0; 3]kHz. Outer-race fault found at order 3.543 (BPOO = Ball Pass
Order on Outer race).

5 Synthesis of a cyclostationary signal

The synthesis of a CS2 signal from its SCD is of potential interest in several applications. One example is
for fatigue assessment under nonstationary random excitation. Another example is in condition monitoring
where the signal produced by a fault can be separated out from the SCD and then resynthesized. Inspection of
the latter can then better reveal the fault severity, or even indicates its dimension which is useful in prognostic.
It should be made clear from the onset that only a realization of a CS2 stochastic process can be synthesized
from its SCD, yet this is enough for most purposes.

The synthesis of a CS2 signal is more difficult a problem than it first appears and, as far as the author knows,
as never been solved in the literature. The estimator proposed in the previous section actually happens to
provide a rather simple solution. The computation of the Fast SCD highlights that the energy of a CS2 signal
flows periodically through and across frequency bins of the STFT. A realization of the signal can then be
synthesized by reproducing this mechanism. The algorithm is as follows.

1. Generate a stationary white noise, compute its SFTF coefficients E$(i, fk), k = 0, ..., Nw − 1.

2. Compute the inverse DFT of Sx(α, fk, p) in (16),

Cx(i, fk, p) = IDFT{Sx(α, fk, p)}, (21)

for p = 0, ..., P .

3. For each time index i,

(a) stack element Cx(i, fk, p) in the (k, k + p) entry of a Hermitian symmetric matrix Cx(i) – the
latter represents the covariance matrix of the vector X(i) of DFT coefficients X(i, fk), k =
0, ..., Nw − 1,
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(b) compute the square root matrix Λx(i) = Cx(i)
1
2 ,

(c) stack the SFTF coefficients E$(i, fk) in a vector E$(i), where $ stands for the index of a
random realization,

(d) compute X$(i) = Λx(i)E$(i).

4. Inverse the STFT coefficients X$(i, fk) in vector X$(i) to synthesize a realization x$[n] of the CS2
stochastic process whose SCD is given by Eq. (17).

The main computational burden of the algorithm is in computing the square root matrix of dimension Nw

in step 3 at each time instant i = 1, ...,K. This can be alleviated in two ways. First, the length of the data
window Nw has to be taken as small as possible, which is also a requirement for the Fast SCD to be fast –
see Eq. (20). Second, the value of R should be ideally chosen such that it divides the signal cycle N = TFs
into an integral number of STFT samples. Therefore, Λx(i) needs to be evaluated over one period only, at
time instants i = 1, ..., N/R.

6 Extraction of a cyclostationary signal

The extraction of a CS2 signal from masking noise is also an objective of considerable importance in condi-
tion monitoring. This has been illustrated in Ref. [17] for example. An alternative approach is proposed here
which shares several common points with the synthesis of a CS2 signal as introduced in the previous section.
In particular, advantage is again taken of the interpretation of a CS2 signal as one whose energy periodically
flows through and across its STFT bins.

Let us assume the following model,

Y (i, fk) = X(i, fk) +N(i, fk), (22)

where Y (i, fk) stands for the STFT coefficient of a measured signal, X(i, fk) for the STFT coefficient of the
CS2 constituent to be extracted, and N(i, fk) for that of additive, zero-mean, stationary noise. Let us now
stack the former STFT coefficients, k = 0, ..., Nw− 1, in column vectors Y(i), X(i), and N(i). Under mild
assumptions, both X(i) and N(i) are well modeled as Gaussian random vectors, with a periodically-time-
varying covariance matrix Cx(i) for the former and a diagonal time-invariant covariance matrix Cn for the
latter.

Then, it can be shown that the maximum likelihood estimate of X(i) is obtained by the following Expected
Maximization (EM) algorithm:

1. Set initial estimates Ĉx(i) and Ĉn of the signal and noise covariance matrices.

2. For each time instant i, estimate the STFT coefficient of the CS2 signal as

X̂(i) = Ĉx(i)
(
Ĉx(i) + Ĉn

)−1
Y(i) (23)

3. Estimate the k-th diagonal element of the noise covariance matrix as

[Ĉn]qq =
1

K

K∑
i=1

|Y (i, fk)− X̂(i, fk)|2 (24)

4. Estimate the signal covariance matrix Ĉx(i) as follows

(a) compute Sx(α, fk, p) in (16) for p = 0, ..., P based on X̂(i, fk),
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(b) compute the inverse DFT, Cx(i, fk, p) = IDFT{Sx(α, fk, p)}, for p = 0, ..., P ,

(c) stack element Cx(i, fk, p) in the (k, k + p) entry of Ĉx(i).

5. Go to step 2 until convergence.

Once the algorithm has converged, the inverse STFT is then applied to the collection of coefficients X̂ (i) to 
recover the time signal x̂[n]. It is noteworthy that Eq. (23) in step 2 actually represents as time-frequency 
Wiener filter on the STFT coefficients.

The algorithm is hereafter illustrated on a vibration signal captured on a gearbox with a faulty rolling element 
bearing. The sampling rate is Fs = 48kHz. The Fast SCD was computed with a Nw = 27-long Hann window 
with 87.5% overlap. It is seen that the CS2 signal is perfectly extracted from the measured signal, despite 
the fact the fact that masking noise appears to be strongly colored.

7 Conclusion

The aim of this short communication was to introduce some of the latest developments in the field of cy-
clostationarity oriented towards applications in condition monitoring. It has been shown that the antimony 
between the time and the angular domains has been solved by introducing the new class of angle-time cy-
clostationary signals. Another important limitation of cyclic spectral analysis has been break through by 
introducing a fast estimator of the spectral correlation density based on the STFT. At the same time, the 
latter provided a new interpretation of a CS2 signal as one whose energy periodically flows t hrough and 
across its STFT bins. This has been exploited to propose solutions for the synthesis and the extraction of a 
cyclostationary signal.
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Figure 3: a) Measured signal, b) extracted CS2 signal obtained after inverting the STFT returned by Eq. (23)
at convergence. (Unit of horizontal axis = second.)
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